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Abstract – Tardigrades are very resilient animals that live surprisingly close

to us. In this paper I report how we find them and what they look like under different

kind of microscopes.

1 Introduction

Tardigrades, also called waterbears, form a separate genus in the “tree of life”
classification. They became relatively popular in Japan and to a certain extent
internationally when their high resilience to extreme conditions was revealed
to the general public: tardigrades can survive in the vacuum of space, they
are resistant to solar radiations and extreme temperatures and can spring back
to life after entering a state of extreme dessication. Their somewhat cute and
clumsy gait certainly did not hurt this surge in popularity.

In this Lab Practice, we focus on collecting wild tardigrades and observing
previously collected specimens using different types of microscopes. There are
1,150 known species of wild tardigrades. The main question we try to answer
in this report is: how to examine morphological characteristics of tardigrades
using different types of microscopes?

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Field work: collecting tardigrades

The first step is to collect wild tardigrades. Tardigrades live in moss and lichen,
but they are to small to be visible to the naked eye: samples must be collected
without knowing if there actually are tardigrades living in it. We collected moss
and lichen samples from around the Komaba I campus, one day after heavy rain
(we must note that weather conditions are most likely not related to the final
results). The moss and lichen samples were cleaned up from the dirt adhering
to the roots, then placed into disposable petri dishes. Each dish was marked
with a number and we also reported these numbers on a map of the campus
(Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Map of the collected samples and their type.

My goal when performing the collection was to have as many diverse samples
as possible, while keeping some conditions constant to allow comparison of the
results. Therefore I collected samples of different types but from the same
place, or of the same type but from different places, or from different altitudes.



I collected 8 samples:

1. Moss sample from a stone wall half immersed into a small river near tennis
courts. The moss at this place is always wet and the water is clean enough
to attract ducks and crayfishes.

2. Filamentous algae from a stone in the same river.

3. Lichen and tree bark from the shaded part of a sakura tree (Japanese
cherry tree). Many insects live under the bark of this tree.

4. Dry moss from a stone wall just above the ground. Unlike the other
samples, this moss is exposed to sunlight for most of the daytime.

5. Moss from the underside of a sakura tree’s branch.

6. Moss from a large moss patch on an open balcony at the 2nd floor of
Building 16. This is the balcony of my laboratory (Ikegami Lab); it has
almost no exposition to the sun and the moss condition oscillates between
inundated and extremely dry.

7. Moss from the ground next to a small pedestrian road behind Building 16.

8. Algae from a patch neighboring the moss behind Building 16.

After collecting samples, we added bottled water (Volvic) to each sample to
revive tardigrades that might have dried up. After 1 hour, we started to analyze
the samples by vigorously shaking the sample inside the water to dislodge even-
tual tardigrades and taking the moss, lichen or algae out of the petri dish. We
observed the water remaining in the petri dishes through optical microscopes.

2.2 Observation of collected and existing samples

2.2.1 Looking for wild tardigrades

We used two types of optical microscopes to look for wild tardigrades in the
collected samples. The first type is a microscope used to look at transparent
samples by shining light through them. This microscope is appropriate for our
experiment because the petri dish and the mineral water are mostly transparent.
We also used a microscope that shines light on the surface of samples, usually
used to look at non-transparent samples. This microscope is also appropriate
for our experiment, especially for petri dishes with muddy water or with many
small bits of moss remaining in the water. To find tardigrades, I simply went
through each petri dish in a continuous line (up-down, down-up, from left to
right until the whole surface of the dish is covered).



2.2.2 Observation of existing samples

We used a fluorescence microscope (which also doubles as a regular optical mi-
croscope) to observe an existing sample prepared beforehand. This microscope
has a dedicated software for control and image manipulation, which allowed
us to take quality pictures of the sample through different for different fluores-
cence wavelengths. The sample was a fixated tardigrade stained with fluorescent
molecules: an antibody marking α-actinin (muscle protein) and hoechst stain.
Staining α-actinin allows us to see muscles, and hoechst stain stains DNA.

3 Results

3.1 Wild Tardigrades in Komaba Campus

Unfortunately none of my samples contained wild tardigrades. Some samples
were very rich in amoebas, worms and other small creatures which seems to
filter water for subsistence (especially samples 5, 6 and 7). Some samples did
not contain any visible living organism (samples 3 and 8). On the other hand,
some members of the team found tardigrades in other parts of the campus (see
the report of Day II).

3.2 Stained sample

Fig. 2 shows pictures taken under different fluorescence filters. Fig. 2.c) is used
as a reference to determine the orientation of the tardigrade on the other images.
We can see on Fig. 2.a) that tardigrades have muscles principally aligned on the
longitudinal and radial axes of their body, except for the hind part, which seems
surprisingly rich in muscles but their orientation cannot be determined from the
image. Fig. 2.b) shows that the tardigrade has a particularly high concentration
of DNA in its head.

a) b) c)

Figure 2: Tardigrade under the fluorescence microscope. a) Green filtering
shows the muscle tissues. b) Blue filtering shows DNA. c) Black and white
picture of the sample showing external shapes like the legs and eyes.



4 Discussion

I did not find any tardigrades in my samples. It could be that they live in very
specific environments (lighting, type of moss, absence of predators, abundance
of preys), or that I did not shake the moss vigorously enough before taking it
out of the petri dish. I suspect that this last hypothesis is closer to the truth
and I would like to continue examining samples from all around the campus.
When observing the tainted sample, we noticed that the images were blurry
because of the thickness of the sample. To get better images we should either
slice it or take pictures from different angles.


